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Tim Burners Lee, the creator of World Wide Web, distributed the first seminal works and thinking

on this area. “Seminal” means ……………………..
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Modern bibliometrics as a research tool has been largely inspired by …………………… in the middle of

the 20th century.

Derek de Solla Price James Cattell

Bradford Eugene Garfield

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

One  of  the  most  visible  outputs  of ………… is  the  ranking  of  world   universities.

informetrics webometrics bibliometrics scientometrics

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following items is NOT among the different subareas of scientomerics?

structural dynamic contextual evaluative

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The output of metric studies can be used for designing the scientific map of a country. “Output”

means ……………………..
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5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Most of the buildings in this town are rather unattractive, but this library is a notable exception.

“Exception” means ……………….
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Unlike MLA citations, …………. emphasizes the year of publication, which comes immediately after

the author’s name.

ACS APA AMS Chicago

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The library is compiling statistics for a report on users’ information needs. “Compile” means

…………..

collect analyze calculate extend

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Acknowledging your sources is crucial to doing ……………………..academic work.

firsthand distinct suitable honest

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following citation styles is used for biological sciences?

AMS ACS AMA CSE

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Librarians need to be more assertive with the newer information technologies. “Assertive” means

………………..
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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Although educational institutions create courses and programs for distance learners, they often

……………… the support component that librarians and accrediting organizations consider critical.

assist note omit help

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The proliferation of articles on this topic points to the rapid acceptance of this form of education.

“Proliferation” means …………………………..
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1. 2. 3. 4.

It is recommended that courses be designed to ensure that students have reasonable and

adequate access to the range of student services appropriate to support their learning. “Their”

refers to ……………. .

courses students

adequate access student services

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Most bibliographic databases provide a basic approach for novices and more advanced methods

for experienced users. “Novice” means ………………
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The website should adhere …………. the accessibility requirements prescribed by your institution or

other agencies.

with in on to

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some libraries outsource the development of their website, and other libraries rely on the in-

house expertise of their personnel.

employment frustration time skill

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The first and foremost rule in designing and developing a web page is to ………………………………

achieve superiority through simplicity keep the end user in mind

refine and iterate improve performance through design

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The most concise definition of …………………….we know is “fit for use.”

usability refine appearance superiority

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The blog entries are listed in reverse chronological order so the newest blog will be what the

viewer sees first. “Chronological” means …………………..

2*���� "$%$� 2��*3,� 2���4 25�6��

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ………………… feature is a system tool that lets one blogger know of another blogger has linked

to a posting. 

blogosphere permalink blogroll trackback

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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From the user’s perspective, there are ……………… types of blogs.

3 4 5 6

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are three primary drawbacks to the use of internet resources. “Drawback” means …………….
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23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Ideally, the search engine would retrieve all of the relevant documents that are needed. This

would be described as ……………………………….. .

low precision/high recall high precision/low recall

low precision/low recall high precision/high recall

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Some search engines may not index common words such as: and, a, I, to. These are called

……………………………….

hyperlinks search expressions

stop words Boolean operators

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

This part of the web that is hidden from the major search engines is often referred to as the

………………………….

robot meta-search engines

invisible web open directory

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

……………………… is a method of making audio content available for downloading to personal audio

and video players and computers.

Podcasting Photo sharing

Vodcasting Instant messaging

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Library 2.0 is a term used as a way to apply ………………………….. principles to libraries.

Internet Web 2.0 social software cataloging

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In recent years, procedures for digitizing books at high speed and comparatively low cost have

improved considerably. “Comparatively” means ……………………..
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29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The search mechanism includes searches within pages and supports proximity searching.

“Proximity” means ……………….
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30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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